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Medium Cut 
Micro fine abrasive paste  
 
servFaces Medium Cut is a modern, efficient, silicone-free polish for quick reconditioning of moderately weathered 
paintwork and for the removal of light scratches. The polish effectively removes paint mist and sanding from grit size P2000 
upwards. Due to the highly abrasive and very uniform grit, servFaces Medium Cut produces a high cut with a high gloss grade.  
With servFaces Medium Cut you can polish for an extremely long time with little dust and spattering without the polish 
burning in. servFaces Medium Cut is very easy to wipe off with the Premium Buffing Towel and is excellent for all types of 
paintwork, both soft and scratch-resistant.  
 
Areas of application:  
Suitable for paints on cars, motorcycles, commercial vehicles, etc.  
 
Properties:  
Grinding grade: 8.0 
Gloss grade:  8.0 
 
Use:  
Apply servFaces Medium Cut evenly to the surface to be worked on and polish using a rotary polishing machine with a 
servFaces medium cut or fine cut polishing sponge (for grinding from grit size P2000) in a crosswise motion at medium speed 
and medium pressure. For processing with an eccentric polishing machine, please use a servFaces medium cut or fine cut 
polishing sponge. To remove polish residues, it is best to use a microfiber cloth such as the servFaces Premium Buffing 
Towel. The best possible surface is achieved by repolishing with servFaces Fine Cut and Ultra Fine Cut.  
 
Caution: Do not apply the product in direct sunlight and do not let it dry!  
 
Warning:  
Shake well before use. Check for suitability and compatibility before use. Do not apply to hot surfaces and protect from 
excessive heat and frost.  
 
 
Application temperature:  
+10°C to +30°C  

Storage temperature:  Consumption:  pH:  
+10°C to +25°C  6 to 10 ml per m2  Not determined  

      
Storage and shelf life:  
At least 12 months at room temperature in tightly sealed original container. 

Protect from direct sunlight and freezing temperatures!  
 
 
Container sizes:  
 
Art. No.:  Container:  
SF10422  250 ml  
SF10422.1  1000 ml  
 
Accessories:  
 
HSC Heavy Cut Polishing Sponge, HSC Heavy Medium Cut Polishing Sponge, HSC Heavy Fine Cut Polishing Sponge, polishing 
sponge V3, polishing sponge RT/V3, lambskin polishing pad V1, lambskin polishing pad V2, lambskin polishing pad V3  
 
This product information should and can only be taken as non-binding advice. The manufacturer does not accept any liability whatsoever. Before 
use, make sure that the product is suitable for your particular application.  


